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Abstract: The current existing application does not specialized for university
students’ need in schedule tasks and events within a single place. This project is to
design and develop then test a new android mobile application that specialized for
university students which help them to schedule task. The application is developed
using the Object-Oriented (OO) concept and implemented using the Java
programming language. Academic scheduler for university students may help
university students scheduling their tasks. Hence, it may be a way of resolving the
task scheduling problem faced by university students.
Keywords: Task Scheduler, University Student
1. Introduction
This section is dedicated to project introduction that review the project background of this project.
1.1 Project Domain
University students have compact and busy scheduler ongoing. Lack of inefficient task arrangement
will cause the unknowing task to due first. According to the study from the University of Mary
Washington, only recorded 46.9% of students have time management rates high or effective [1].
Another study shows 6.9% in Grade Point Average (GPA) variance different because of student time
management skills. This concludes that academic GPA is effected by time management [2]. 85.4% of
the students use different patterns of academic calendar applications to remind event but research found
only 48.8% of students use when events are important [1]. Task scheduling applications today are based
on patent from 1997 named “Method and system for schedule and task management” [3]. This kind of
task schedule is too general in functionality. Hence, some of the current available task schedulers are
able to communicate with system calendar application that enables synchronize features but not specify
for university student’s need. This leads to another problem which is task scheduler is lack of some
feature that not specialized for university students. Hence, this leads some of the students to choose a
calendar and reminder to record down lecture events and assignment/project tasks respectively. This is
far more complicated for students because they need to switch back and forward to record down lecture
event and task.
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1.2 Objective
This project has three main objectives which to design, develop and test university students’
academic scheduler. The application involves one user that is a university student who controls the
entire operation of the application. The application has six main modules. There are event/task
management module, routine module, user account and login register module and search module.
1.3 Project significant and expected output
By completing this project, this may help university students to arrange their task and recording
events in one place. Application may help university students to simplify the process recording task and
event by unified calendar and reminder. So, the tasks’ schedule may resolve through using the proposed
application. This application also practices critical tasks to be completed first. This may help university
students know which task will be due first. Last, proposed application unifies both version of calendar
and reminder without using a different application for different purposes.
2. Related Works
This section dedicated to the studies of previous works that used to develop the application.
2.1 Task Scheduler
The task scheduler is a task management system that schedules the task of the user. Therefore, the
management system that involves an arrangement task will adapt scheduling techniques into the system.
Thus, the task scheduler is able to schedule and monitor the task. Inside the task scheduler system, the
task requires allocates itself, which requires scheduling algorithms.
In this task scheduler, the allocation of the task is limited by the constraint of the time, date and deadline.
In the nutshell, the student’s task scheduler involves lectures, assignments, project and final
examination that requires separate arrangements of each event scheduling as some of the tasks are not
event that did not have a fixed time. This is because the event has a hard constraint. Hard constraints
are the constraint that cannot be violated no matter how worst the schedule. If the constraints break, the
schedule becomes meaningless. While soft constraints are constraint set to be scheduled. This meant
after the task schedule need to avoid hard constraint events [4].
2.2 Shortest Time Remaining Algorithm
The shortest time remaining algorithm is used to determined which task need to complete first based
on the due date entered by the user. The algorithm trigger once the task is exist and allocate the task
into highest priority with shortest left time left. This is used to determine the order of the task to
complete on the list. This algorithm ensures the task module in the application can work seamlessly and
help university students decide which task due first and need to do first.
2.3 Java Programming Language
The application is implemented on the Android platform. It is implemented using Java
programming language. Java is an Object-Oriented programming (OOP) language that develops by
James Gosling in Sun Microsystem company [5]. Java is adapting a lot of friendly features like ObjectOriented (OO) which includes characteristic of Encapsulation, Inheritance, Abstraction and
Polymorphism, Robust and platform independent. This advance characteristic of the Java programming
is useful for the development of the application as the amount of source code can be reduce.
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2.4 Firebase Realtime Database
As the application records and manages the university student task and event, hence, it needs a
database to store of the user content. The application selects Firebase Realtime database as database
and authentication ser-vice by Google. Google aims to provide database infrastructure to develop
mobile applications. The Firebase is a type of application programming interface (known as API) and
opens available for mobile and web applications [6]. The Firebase offer in two types of database which
is Realtime database and not Realtime database known as Cloud Firestore [7].
2.5 Review Current Similar Application
To produce application that meet public standard, it is important to study about the existing
application that similar to the developed application for better understanding. Total of three applications
named “Class Timetable”, “Weekly Timetable” and “The Homework App” is selected. Comparison of
the application functionality on different feature is described in Table 1.
Table 1: Comparison current similar system and proposed system

Class
Timetable

Weekly
Timetable

The Homework
App

Proposed

Timetable Schedule

✓

✓

✓

✓

Task Schedule

✓

✓

✓

✓

Notification on Task

X

✓

✓

X

User Define

User Define

User Define

Built in

List View

List View

Timeline

Card View

Account Mode

X

X

X

✓

Highlight Important
Upcoming Task

X

X

✓

✓

Priority Arrangement
on Task Schedule

X

X

✓

✓

Background
Algorithm

X

X

Priority Scheduling
Algorithm

Shortest Time
Remaining

Timetable and
Task Schedule

Timetable and
Task Schedule

Timetable and Task
Schedule

Event Schedule,
Task Schedule

Feature

Course Scope
View Style

Output

3. System Methodology
The methodology in developing this application is object-oriented development model. The existing
problem identifies and proposes a new solution regarding the problem that currently exists on the
existing system. In the planning phase, the interview session with UTHM students are undergone to
understand UTHM students plan their task. In the meanwhile, the information planning stage is
documented as guidance for the upcoming phase. Hence, the Gantt chart is produced as planning
documentation as a project guide. Figure 1 shows the project Gantt chart. While for the analysis phase,
the user requirement for the proposed application is identified to develop an application that suit for
university students. This phase identifies the application functionality, application specification,
application usability and application suitability. Design phase follow after analysis phase, the
abstraction view of all application components like user interface design and database design is
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produced to act as blueprint to the implementation phase. While, entity-relationship diagram (ERD)
diagram in the analysis phase help in developing a database conceptual view.
Then, the implementation phase is where the coding part comes into. All of the information
gathering in the analysis phase, wireframe design of user interface and conceptual model of the database
in the design phase translates into application in this phase. The application is developed using Java
programming language in Android Studio IDE. The user interfaces are also developed using Android
Studio IDE and extensive markup language (XML). Moreover, the database is using Firebase Realtime
database and it is located at the Google data center. In the testing phase, the complete proposed
application is tested according to the test plan. To make sure application run without error or bug, all
modules of the application are tested. Debugging is made if application counters error or bug during the
testing phase. This ensures application standard and requirements. Lastly, the methodology is end up
with maintenance phase.

Figure 1: Project Gantt chart

4. System Analysis and Design
This section dedicated to application analysis and its design.
4.1 Use case
The application started with system analysis that described use case and activity. The application
has fifteen type of the use case. They are login, register under register and login module, password reset,
account update, account display, account deactivate under account module, routine view under routine
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module, category search under search module, task create, display, delete and update under event
management module and event create, display, delete and update under event management module.
Figure 2 shows the use case of the application.

Figure 2: Classes diagram of university student academic scheduler application

4.2 User Activity
The activity of the system analysis describes the flow of the application. The university student
academic scheduler application starts with the login page. The user is required to login to access the
application. For the new user, the user can log in by register a new account. Then, the user can proceed
with the registered account to log into the system. After the user successful log into the application, the
user can perform various kind of function such as create a new event, update, delete or view the existing
event or update current user profile or view event in category way. The homepage shows the event and
task. Users can add, view, update and delete the event through this interface. Then, the user also can
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navigate to other pages like category or user account page by using the navigator located at the bottom
of the page. Lastly, the user can log out from the application by pressing the log out button at the user
account page. Figure 3 shows the activity diagram of the application.

Figure 3: Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) of university student academic scheduler application

4.3 Application Classes
The application design described about application classes and its database design. The application
has six main modules that summarize up total twenty-four classes found in the application. Figure 4
illustrated the classes built in the application.
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Figure 4: Classes diagram of university student academic scheduler application

4.4 Database
The application used Google Firebase Realtime database as the database. The application database
consists 3 table which name “task”, “event” and “users”.
5. Implementation and Testing
This section dedicated to the implementation and testing of this application.
5.1 Implementation
University student academic scheduler is developed using android studio IDE. The database of this
application is the Firebase authentication for the login module and register module while Firebase
Realtime database for storing and retrieving user data and Firebase storage for saving user profiles. This
application is implemented using Java programming language and Extensible Markup Language
(XML). The Java class handling logic and algorithm and XML rendering the application layout. This
application has six main modules. They are user account, login and register module, task management
module, event management module, routine module, and categories search module. The user account
module handles user profile update, view, and deactivate the account. Then, the login module ensures
the user authenticate themselves before access to the application. This helps protect their personal
information. While the register module allows the new user to obtain a new account to use this
application.
For the event management module and task management module is used to handle user event and
task data operation. The module allows the user to create new events or tasks, view existing events and
tasks, update current existing events and tasks, and delete existing events or tasks. This module handling
the scheduling view ensures event sorting into timeline view and schedule task into a critical task to
complete first list. Figure 6 shows the code segment of today view that include today event and task to
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complete first. Figure 7 shows the code segment of the short time remaining algorithm implement into
application to determine task need to do first.

Figure 6: Code segment to event and task reader

Figure 7: Code segment to determine the order of task to complete first

The routine module displays the due task and event on a selected date. This allows users to find due
tasks and events on a particular date. This module extends the event and task management module
which allows the user to directly manipulate data after view. Last, the category search module enables
users to search the event belong to its categories. This helps user to find all specific category by querying
the event category. The user interface of the application is developed along with the logic by using
Extensible Markup Language in Android Studio IDE. There are four main screens and a total of 12 user
interfaces. Figure 8 shows the application user interfaces.
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Figure 8: User interfaces of the application

3.2 Testing
To ensure each module in this application meet the requirement and functioning properly, hence,
the testing phase is implemented to ensure each module working according to expected output under
the given condition. After performing testing and observer each module output result in the application,
all six modules in the application passed the functional testing. This ensures the application operates
without error and bug. Table 2 shows the result of this application test plan.
Table 2: Functional testing of the application

Output
result

Modules

Test

Expected result

Register &
Login
module

User enter incorrect or Application prompt user to enter valid Pass
invalid format email and email or password
password
User enter correct format Application register user as all field is not Pass
email and strong password
empty and match requirement
User enter wrong email and Application prompt username
password combination
password combination is wrong

and Pass

User enter correct email and Application log user into homepage of the Pass
password combination
application
Event
User create new or update Application create or update event detail Pass
management current existing event with entered information and show on
module
valid input and format
application
User tap on exiting event in Application show event detail on screen
the application
User tap on event delete Application remove event
button
application and database
Routine
module
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User select
calendar

date

Pass

from the Pass

from Application show the event and due task Pass
for selected date
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Table 2 (cont.)

Output
result

Modules

Test

Categories
module

User enter event categories Application return all event that belong to Pass
that exist in user database
category enter by user else return no result
found

User
account
module

User view account information Application
that user account
information

display

user

account Pass

User update information with Application
valid information and format
information

update

user

account Pass

User deactivate account

Expected result

Application remove user account and data

Pass

6. Conclusion
University student’s academic scheduler has been developed successfully and meets all objectives.
This application unifies the calendar and task reminder to help students focus on one application and
centralize the academic schedule information. Thus, the limitation can transform into future work that
ensures to resolve its limitation and improvement this application functionality and usability.
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